Performing various experimental, theoretical, and numerical investigations for better understanding of behavioural characteristics of metals under impact loading is of primary importance. In this paper, application of smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH) method in impact mechanics is discussed and effective parameters on impact strength of an aluminum plate are investigated. To evaluate the accuracy of smoothed particle hydrodynamics method for simulating impact, Recht and Ipson model is first provided thoroughly for both Rosenberg analytical model and smoothed particle hydrodynamics method, and then plots of initial velocity-residual velocity and initial velocity-absorbed energy for target of aluminum 6061-T651 are presented. The derived information and simulation results expresses that the maximum error percentage of smoothed particle hydrodynamics method in compared with Rosenberg analytical model is within an acceptable range. Therefore, the results of smoothed particle hydrodynamics method verify the Rosenberg analytical model with high accuracy. Results reveal that higher initial impact velocity decreases the time of projectile penetration, and so penetration depth and length as well as the local damage rate of plate increases.
InTRoduCTIon
Application of sheet metal and composites in the industries of aerospace, shipping, car manufacturing, etc. has been largely developed during the recent decades. These sheets which are usually made from steel, aluminum, and composite alloys to be light and strong enough are exploited in the bodies of airplanes, ships, automobiles and other products. One of the most important problems in the mentioned products is their safety against impact and destruction. A practical mechanism for testing sheets safety is determining the extent of sheet damage caused by strike or impact by means of specifying the shape, area, and depth of failure zone. Therefore, predicting the area and depth of sheet damaged zone created by strike and impact has been always among the challenges of engineers and researchers 1 . Today's rapid progress and improvement of computational mechanics techniques made determining strength and useful life as well as predicting fracture much faster and cheaper. In addition, applying these techniques and numerical simulations provides the opportunity for one to change different parameters easily and at low cost to study their effect.
Due to prevalence and importance of impact phenomenon among metallic and composite structures, numerous experimental, numerical and analytical researches have been conducted for studying impact process. Taylor 1 studied the momentary impact between a thin flat-ended cylinder and a rigid wall analytically and could determine the cylinder dynamic yield stress during impact.
Jonas 2 , et al. simulated the impact of a thin cylinder against a stiffened plate in different angles by finite element method and compared the numerical results with experimental ones. They used the primarily elastic-plastic model for describing material behaviour, and so could not model the experimental results correctly. Belytschko 3 , et al. presented a new algorithm for simulating three-dimensional impact of two objects and could model the impact between a thin cylinder and a plate. Because of applying elastic-plastic model for predicting material behaviour, results are neither accurate enough nor of good quality.
Holian 4 , et al. performed a hydrodynamic simulation for hypervelocity impact of a metal bullet with a thin plate. They shown that simulated results are not in relatively good agreement with experimental ones due to application of primarily elastic-plastic model. Considering the above studies along with numerous other researches, it seems that understanding the behaviour exhibited by metal composites under ballistic impact demands more precise and in-depth studies. Experimental, analytical, and numerical approaches should be followed when investigation and analysis of penetration phenomenon into metal target is taken into account. Due to their high reliability, experimental methods are the most appropriate ones for such a purpose; however, these methods fail to give information about loading history and the changes introduced during the course of penetration process, while being well expensive. Provided a good agreement between results of analytical method with experimental or numerical data, one can confirm the validity of analytical methods 1,2 . finite difference or finite volume methods are currently regarded as one of the appropriate methods for analysis of penetration problems, especially those into metallic targets, given their ability to solve all governing equations in continuous media and reduce the computational time and cost as well as their application in complicated problems. Despite being highly successful, grid-based numerical methods have disadvantages limiting their application in complex problem and those characterised by large deformation 22, 23 . The grid-less method of SPH has been introduced recently to be applied in various fields of fluid or solid mechanics problems. Smoothed particle hydrodynamics method has achieved widespread popularity for solving free surface problems and those associated with discontinuities and large displacements [22] [23] [24] . for investigating the impact strength of aluminum 6061-T651, numerical and analytical studies on failure of aluminum with 10 mm thickness under perpendicular impact loading are conducted in this study by applying smoothed particle hydrodynamics method and commercial software ABAQUS is used for simulating this phenomenon and its caused fracture and failure.
SMooTHEd PARTIClE HydRodynAMICS METHod
Smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH) method is based on expressing the numerical value of nodes as weighted average over the numerical values of the neighbour nodes. The advantage of this method over the finite element method is its ability to simulate medium with complex geometries and inhomogeneous nodes distribution 22 . SPH method in the realm of stress analysis problems or so on includes spreading finite nodes over the considered problem environment and converting continuous problem to a discretised one into the mentioned nodes. These nodes are accelerating and moving due to their applied hydrostatic pressure or effective stress. By means of a special function, known as smoothing function, which is required to have the following properties, effect of each node on its neighbour nodes is revealed. The previously mentioned properties of smoothing function include 23 :
Weight function is always positive in the smoothing
Weight fun • ction is unity 
In this relation, δ is Dirac delta function. Solving Eqn. (1) for entire space is too difficult and so Gingold and Monaghanz rewrote this equation in the approximate form of Eqn. (2) by confining the equation to problem domain Ω and converting Dirac delta function to another function 24 :
where () ux is approximate function,
W x x h − is smoothing function, and h is smoothing length in SPH method. It can be proved that the adopted approximation in SPH method is of second order accuracy 24 .
PRoBlEM ModEllIng uSIng SMooTHEd PARTIClE HydRodynAMICS
The projectile was selected to be made of 4340 steel, with the target body (plate) being a 100 mm x 100 mm x 10 mm square plate made of aluminum 6061-T651; moreover, the target body was taken to be supported rigidly and fixed at all four sides (all degrees of freedom were equal to zero). figure 1 show the model boundary conditions. Plasticity model and Johnson-Cook (J-C) failure model were used for modelling and simulating the projectile and the aluminum plate. J-C model expresses yield stress as in Eqn (3) 25 :
where ε is equivalent plastic strain; 1), T = strength tends to zero. J-C model is based on damage accumulation, i.e., as the element fails as the damage reaches 1 D = . following the failure, the material behaves as a liquid as it has no strength (no shear and deviatory stress) and is unable to generate any hydrostatic tensile stress, being only capable of bearing hydrostatic pressure. Moreover, an increase in damage may end up with a gradual decrease in strength, making the material so-called 'soft'. Damage to an element can be written as
where the nominator represents equivalent plastic strain rate and denominator is equivalent strain-to-failure. The general expression for strain-to-failure is given by Eqns. (5) and (6) 25 :
( )
where * / m σ =σ σ is the dimensionless stress-pressure ratio, m σ is the average of the three principal normal stresses, σ is von Mises equivalent stress, * ε  is dimensionless strain rate, and * T is homologous temperature. The projectile is depicted in fig. 1 , with the mechanical characteristics and equations of state of the projectile and target being presented in Table 1 26-31 .
nuMERICAl ModEl VERIfICATIon
In the course of the process through which the projectile penetrates into the target, considering the target material and geometrical parameters of the projectile, part of initial kinetic is the stress strength. Therefore, Rosenberg 32 , et al. used Eqn. (8), which expresses the Recht and Ipson model, to define the value of ballistic limit velocity as Eqn. (10): 
where D is the projectile diameter and Y is dynamic yield stress.
Comparison of Simulation Results and factors Affecting Impact Strength of the Plate with Analytical Models

Trend of Solution Convergence of Numerical
Model based on Mesh Size Considering fig. 1 , critical and non-critical zones of the target body and projectile were meshed used the 3-dimensional elements of PC3D, C3D8, and C3D8, respectively. These elements have eight nodes and each node has three degrees of freedom along the X, Y, Z directions. They are used for non-linear elasto-plastic analyses and plastic deformations 33 . The elements should be considered not only in terms of shape, but also in terms of size. for this purpose, one should investigate convergence of solutions, which is an essential issue that ensures accuracy of the results. When investigating convergence of solutions, which contributes to higher accuracy as the elements become finer, it should be noted that only elements within critical zones of the model should become finer. Therefore, in the aforementioned model, only critical zone of the target is subjected to element size change, with the size of elements within non-critical zones of the target and projectile been assumed to be fixed and unchangeable.
To observe the trend of solution convergence of the model, element size across the critical zone was varied according to Table 2 , while size of the elements across non-critical zone and projectile were assumed to be 3 mm and 1.5 mm, respectively. According to Table 2 , it is seen that, for element sizes of 0.6 mm, 0.55 mm, 0.5 mm, and 0.45 mm, the solutions converged. As such, the 0.60 mm was selected as the optimum element size across the critical zone of the model as the time to solve the problem would be shorter than that with an element size of 0.45 mm while the resulting difference in the solutions was negligible.
Trend of Impact and Damage to Plate
Aiming at demonstrating the general trend of changes leading to structure damage under the effect of an impact, fig. 2 demonstrate an example of the trend of structural damage 
where p M is the projectile mass, 0 V and r V are impact velocity and residual velocity of the projectile, respectively, and W denotes the work performed at target (at full penetration).
This performed work is, indeed, equal to the absorbed energy. Ballistic limit velocity of the projectile, bl V , in the Recht and Ipson analytical model is expressed by Eqn. (8) 32 :
It is extremely difficult to propose a simple analytical penetration model based on time and stress strength variations. Instead, Rosenberg defined the effects of stress-strength for a metallic target under a projectile penetration. This analytical model expresses the effects of stress-strength in penetration and damage phenomena considering the performed work. Therefore, one may refer to Eqn. (9) to calculate the performed work 32 :
where r is the projectile radius, H is target thickness, and r σ for initial projectile velocity of V 0 = 420 m/s within different time intervals, as extracted using SPH method.
Projectile Velocity Changes and Penetration
Time This section investigated the changes in projectile velocity and penetration time to the target body, with a discussion presented on factors affecting these parameters. Since in the present research, the impact happens at high speed, the projectile will leave the structure at a residual velocity. In this modelling, initial projectile velocity is the most affective factor on penetration time and the velocity at which the projectile leaves the structure.
To thoroughly present the Recht and Ipson model for the Rosenberg analytical model and SPH method, Considering the Eqns. (7), (8), and (10), according to figs. 3 and 4, the plots of data on initial velocity-residual velocity and initial velocity -absorbed energy for the target made of Aluminum 6061-T651 are presented. The data extracted from the above plots and simulation results are presented on Table 3 .
Considering Table 3 , it is observed that maximum error percentages on residual velocity and absorbed energy in SPH method, when referenced to those of Rosenberg analytical model, were 9.80 per cent and 9.77 per cent, respectively. Acceptable range of error percentage is 6-12 per cent, which is appropriate for concluding on impact behaviour of the mentioned target. Therefore, SPH methodrelated data confirm residual velocity and absorbed energy values obtained with Rosenberg analytical model at high accuracy.
It is observed that at higher initial velocities, the rate of velocity variations is higher at initial seconds, and the projectile tend to achieve its steady velocity within shorter time. As a result, the higher the initial velocity of the projectile, the shorter will be the time required to penetrate into the target body, reducing the projectile energy accordingly. The information as given in Table 3 is further depicted on figs. 5 and 6 which compare the trend of changes in residual velocity and projectile energy with reference to its initial velocity.
Damaged Zone Status
Projectile will generate different stress fields into the target body depending on its initial velocity. The following The results presented in figs. 7 and 8 indicate that, with increasing the initial impact velocity, penetration depth and penetration length into the plate increase, enlarging the area across the target body which is affected and damaged by the impact and hence increasing the local damage. Also Increase of projectile velocity and projectile impact velocity with target thus causes pressure area developed in the target to expand. In this condition, projectile impact with target induces impact stresses to spread through target. Therefore, these stresses lead to highly intense pressure variation which ultimately gives rise to increase of penetration length and depth.
ConCluSIonS
In the present study, based on damage growth model, an impact was numerically modeled on aluminum 6061-T651 using SPH method. In this impact modelling, we begin with presenting Recht and Ipson model for the Rosenberg analytical model and SPH method. Then, plots of data on initial velocityresidual velocity and initial velocity-absorbed energy were presented for a target made of aluminum 6061-T651. The data extracted from the above plots and simulation results show that maximum error percentages on residual velocity and absorbed energy in SPH method, when referenced to those of Rosenberg analytical model, were 9.80 per cent and 9.77 per cent, respectively. Therefore, SPH method-related data confirm residual velocity and absorbed energy values obtained with Rosenberg analytical model at high accuracy. furthermore, since the projectile tends to develop different stress fields into the target body depending on its initial velocity, one may see from the results that an almost linear relationship exists between residual velocity of the projectile and initial impact velocity, indicating the fact that, at higher initial velocities, the rate of velocity variations is higher at initial seconds, and the projectile tend to achieve its steady velocity within shorter time. Moreover, with increasing the initial impact velocity, penetration depth and penetration length into the plate (target) increase, enlarging the area across the target body which is affected and damaged by the impact. In this modelling, initial velocity of projectile and boundary conditions were the factors affecting penetration time and residual velocity of the projectile. In the current study, he is involved in literature review, organised the study and in writing of the manuscript.
